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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM
for the
Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE STATIC LONGITUDINAL AND
LATERAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF A 0.05-SCALE
MODEL OF THE CONVAIR F2Y-1 AIRPLANE
AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS
TED NO. NACA DE 383
By Kenneth P. Spreemann and Albert G. Few, Jr.
SUMMARY
A preliminary investigation of the static longitudinal and lateral
stability characteristics of a 0.05-scale model of the Convair F2Y-1
water-based fighter airplane was made in the Langley high-speed 7- by
10-foot tunnel. The investigation was made with and without wing fences
over a Mach number range of 0.50 to 0.94. The maximum angle-of-attack
range (obtained at the lower Mach numbers) was from about -2 0 to 250.
Sideslip angles ranging from -40 to 120 also were investigated.
For the basic model without fences, regions of longitudinal insta-
bility were found to exist at a lift coefficient of about 0.40 throughout
the Mach number range investigated. In general, most of the fences
employed delayed the instability of the model to considerably higher lift
coefficients and angles of attack. The fences had little or no signifi-
cant effects on the lift and drag characteristics except for a small
increase in drag at zero angle of attack. The elevator effectiveness at
zero lift for small settings and for the lower Mach numbers held up well
through the lift-coefficient range; however, at Mach numbers of 0.92
and 0.94, rather large losses in effectiveness were indicated at the
higher angles of attack.
The model was directionally stable up to 21 0 or 230 angle of attack
but became highly unstable at higher angles. Up to a Mach number of 0.85,
aileron effectiveness was rather constant up to 20 0 or 220 angle of attack.;
but above this Mach number, some reduction in effectiveness was evident
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above about 120 or 140 angle of attack. The rudder effectiveness was
almost constant throughout the, Mach-number and angle-of-attack range
investigated.
INTRODUCTION
At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has conducted a preliminary
investigation at high subsonic speeds of the static longitudinal and
lateral stability characteristics of a 0.05-scale model of the Convair
F2Y-1 water-based fighter airplane. The tests covered a Mach number
rang-_ from 0.5 to 0.94 and corresponding Reynolds numbers, based on the
wing mean aerodynamic chord, from 3.3 X 106 to 4.3 X 106 . The maximum
angle-of-attack range (obtained at the lower Mach numbers) was from -20
to 250 . Sideslip angles from -40 to 120 also were investigated. The
investigation included effects of various arrangements of wing fences
and of rocket packages.
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS
The stability system of axes used for the presentation of the data,
together with an indication of the positive directions of forces, moments,
and angles, are presented in figure 1. All moments are referred to the
30-percent-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord.
CL	 lift coefficient, Lift
qSW
CD	drag coefficient, Drag
qSw
Cm	 pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching momentgSwd
C Z	rolling-moment coefficient, Rolling momentgSWb
Cn	yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing momentgSwb
CY	lateral-force coefficient, Lateral force
qSw
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q	 dynamic pressure, P2 lb/sq ft
S	 area, sq ft
fb/2
mean aerodynamic chord of wing, 
2 	
c2 dy, 1.069 ft on
0
model
c	 local wing chord, parallel to plane of symmetry, ft
b	 wing span, 1.76 ft on model
P	 air density, slugs per cubic ft
V	 free-stream velocity, ft/sec
P	 static pressure, lb/sq ft
M	 Mach number
R	 Reynolds number of wing based on c
a	 angle of attack of fuselage reference line, deg
P	 angle of sideslip, deg
A	 leading-edge sweep angle, deg
S	 control surface deflection, deg
Cj R = -6—C, per deg
CnR aCn per deg
6CY
CyR 
= 6R 
per deg
L/D	 lift-drag ratio
Subscripts:
o	 free stream
w	 wing
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b	 base of model fuselage
E	 duct exit
e	 elevon
r	 rudder
max
	 maximum
MODEL DESIGNATIONS
B	 fuselage
C	 canopy
V	 vertical fin
W	 wing; W also used with following subscripts:
Fl fence 1
F2 fence 2
F3 fence 3
RP rocket package
Combinations of the above designations that indicate the various
configurations investigated are listed in table I.
MODEL AND APPARATUS
A drawing of the 0.05-scale model of the Convair F2Y-1 airplane
employed in this investigation is presented in figure 2. Note that a
small modification was made to the afterbody to accommodate the sting
(shown in fig. 2). Details of the fences and fence positions tested
are shown in figure 3. Included in figure 3 is a sketch of the rocket
package tested on this model. Photographs of the various model configu-
rations tested are presented in figure 4. A photograph of the basic
model mounted on the sting in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel
is shown in figure 4(d). Presented in table II is a sketch of the probe
positions employed in the duct exit.
The model was tested on the sting-type support system shown in
figure 4(d). With this system, the model was remotely operated through
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an angle-of-attack range of about -2 0 to 250 . A strain-gage balance
mounted inside the fuselage was used to measure the forces and moments
of the model.
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS
The investigation was made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot
tunnel over a Mach number range of 0.50 to 0.94 at angles of attack
ranging from about -2 0 to 250
 and through a sideslip range from -40
to 120 . The model.caused the tunnel to choke above a corrected Mach num-
ber of about 0.97 at zero angle of attack, although partial choking con-
ditions may have occurred in the high angle-of-attack range at a Mach
number of 0.94.
Blockage corrections were determined by the method of reference 1
and were applied to the Mach numbers and dynamic pressures. Jet-boundary
corrections, applied to the angle of attack and drag, were calculated by
the method of reference 2. The angles of attack and sideslip have been
corrected for deflection of the sting support system under load. The
jet-boundary corrections to pitching moment were considered negligible
and were not applied to the data. Corrections to the drag coefficients
for buoyancy due to longitudinal pressure gradients were about 0.0007
to 0.0008 throughout the Mach number range investigated. These correc-
tions were not applied to the data. No tare corrections were obtained.
The drag data have been corrected by adjusting the base pressure
drag to a pressure at the base of the fuselage equal to free-stream
static pressure. For this correction, the base pressure was determined
by measuring the pressure inside the fuselage at a point about 9 inches
forward of the base. The drag correction (base pressure drag coeffi--
cient CDb) was calculated from the measured pressure data by the rela-
tion CDb =	 Po. Values of CDb
 for average test conditions are
q	 Sw
presented in figure 5. The corrected model drag data were obtained by
adding the base pressure drag coefficient to the drag coefficient deter-
mined from the strain-gage measurements.
The mean Reynolds number variation with Mach number for the model
of this investigation is presented in figure 6.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data are presented in figures 7 to 26; a detailed listing of the
data is given in table I. Presented in table II are the duct exit survey
stations and velocity ratios for the BCWF IV configuration with be = 00,
Sr = 00, and the duct full open. All configurations presented in the
present paper were tested with ducts full open. Data for an elevon
deflection of -200 (presented in fig. 10) were obtained for a Mach number
of 0.50 only because of limited tunnel time and the feeling that higher
Mach numbers for this elevon deflection would be of little interest. The
data indicated by dashed lines in figures 9 to 14 have been reproduced
from figure 8 to facilitate analysis of these data. The slopes presented
in figure 26 have been averaged over a lift-coefficient range of about 0
to 0.4. In order to expedite the publication of these data, only a brief
analysis of the data is included herein.
Longitudinal Stability Characteristics
Lift.- All configurations exhibited much the same maximum lift char-
acteristics. (See parts (a) of figs. 8, 9, and 11 to 16 and fig. 10.)
The lift-curve slopes a6M were practically unaffected by the addi-
tion of any of the fences (fig. 26). The trimmed lift-curve slope was
about 10 to 15 percent lower than the untrimmed slope throughout the Mach
number range investigated.
Drag.- The addition of any of the fences to the basic model (BCWV,
be = 0'5, br = 00 ) increased the drag coefficient at zero angle of
attack CDa=O about 0.001 to 0.002 throughout the Mach number range
investigated. (See fig. 7.) An elevon deflection of -100 resulted in
an increase of 0.006 to 0.01 in CDar-0; whereas, -50 deflection caused
an increase of only about 0.001 throughout the Mach number range
investigated.
The drag due to lift 
6CD 
was not greatly affected by the addition
aCL2
of fence 1 (see fig. 26). In the trimmed condition, aCD_ was increased
aCL2
about 20 to 30 percent up to M = 0.90. Above this Mach number, the
trimmed model gave a sharp rise in drag due to lift.
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Lift-drag ratios.- The addition of fence 1 to the basic model reduced
the maximum lift-drag ratios by about 2 to 5 percent throughout the Mach
number range investigated; however, at lift coefficients above that
for (L/D)max, the effect of the fence was insignificant. Trimming the
model at the assumed center-of-gravity location (0.30c- ) generally reduced
the lift-drag ratios by from 15 to 20 percent over the Mach number range
investigated. (See figs. 25 and 26.)
Pitching moment.- For the basic model without fences, regions of
longitudinal instability were found to exist at a lift coefficient of
about 0.40 throughout the Mach number range investigated. All of the
fences employed, with the possible exception of fence 3, delayed the
instability of the model to considerably higher lift coefficients and
angles of attack (usually CL - 0.2 to 0.4 or 60 to 80 angle of attack).
(See parts (d) and (e) of figs. 8 and 11 to 14.) However, the departures
from linearity in the medium lift and angle-of-attack range still may be
undesirable on the basis of dynamic-stability considerations. Fence 3
was the least effective in reducing the instability of the model, since
pitch-up was indicated between lift coefficients of 0.3 to 0.4.
The fences employed on this model had little effect on the
aerodynamic-center location as is illustrated in figure 26, wherein the
addition of fence 1 (which is a typical example) gave practically no
change in aCm throughout the Mach number range investigated.
L
Elevator effectiveness.- The results obtained for various elevator
settings (figs. 8 and 9) indicate that the elevator effectiveness 
(abe)CL=O^
(fig. 24) for small settings and for the lower Mach numbers held up well
through the lift-coefficient range. At Mach number of 0.92 and 0.94,
however, quite a large loss in effectiveness was indicated at high angles
of attack. Although no serious loss was indicated at trim conditions for
the assumed center-of-gravity location, it is possible that some impair-
ment in maneuverability may result at the highest Mach numbers. At zero
lift, the effectiveness parameter 
ac
6CM for small deflections increased
e
in magnitude from -0.0051 to -0.0064 as the Mach number increased from
0.50 to 0.90 but then decreased to -0.0057 at M = 0.94. (See fig. 24.)
In assessing the elevator effectiveness, it should be noted that some
flexibility in the elevator restraining members did exist; however, com-
parisons of the present data with additional data (not presented in this
paper) obtained with the elevator locked indicate that the effects of
flexibility were extremely small.
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Lateral Stability Characteristics
Lateral stability.- Within the ranges of test variables for which
comparable data were obtained, there were only small changes in the
lateral stability characteristics of the model with the addition of
fence 1. With fence 1 installed, the model showed no instabilities in
sideslip at 00 and 120 angle of attack; but at 240 angle of attack in
jj^the low Mach number range, large directional instabilities were encoun-
itered. (See fig. 18.) It should be noted that 24 0 angle of attack is
at or above the maximum lift and consequently flow instability would be
expected. The lateral-stability-parameter data presented in figure 19
show that the model with fence 1 became unstable at 230 and 210 angle of
attack or at CL = 0.8 and 0.85 for Mach numbers of 0.50 and 0.85,
respectively. Note that these data were taken from the slopes between
two series of tests made at ±4 0 sideslip and, therefore, would not indi-
cate nonlinearities that exist in the high angle-of-attack range between
these two sideslip angles.
Comparison of figures 18 and 21 indicates that the tail contribution
to the directional stability Cn o of the model at 00 and 120 angle of
attack was increased from approximately 0.0023 at M = 0.50 to 0.0029
at M = 0.92.
Aileron and rudder effectiveness.- The results of deflecting the
left aileron to -100 are presented in figure 22 for the model with
fence 1 installed. Up to a Mach number of 0.85, aileron effectiveness
was rather constant up to 200 or 220 angle of attack; but above this
Mach number, some reduction in effectiveness was evident above about 120
or 140 angle of attack.
The effects of a rudder deflection of loo are presented in figure 23
and these data indicate almost constant rudder effectiveness throughout
the Mach number and angle-of-attack range investigated.
CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary investigation to determine the static longitudinal and
lateral stability characteristics, with and without wing fences, of a
0.05-scale model of the Convair F2Y-1 water-based fighter airplane at
high subsonic speeds indicates the following conclusions;
(1) For the basic model without fences, regions of longitudinal
instability were found to exist at a lift , coefficient of about 0.40
throughout the Mach number range investigated.
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(2)Most of the fences employed in this investigation delayed the
longitudinal instability of the model to considerably higher lift coef-
ficients and angles of attack.
(3)The fences had little or no significant effects on the lift and
drag characteristics except for a small increase in drag at zero angle
of attack.
(4) Deflecting the elevators to provide longitudinal trim reduced
the maximum lift-drag ratios about 15 to 20 percent and increased the
drag due to lift about 20 to 40 percent throughout the Mach number range
investigated.
(5) The elevator effectiveness at zero lift for small settings and
for the lower Mach numbers held up well through the lift-coefficient
range; however, at Mach numbers of 0.92 and 0.94, quite large losses in
effectiveness were indicated at the high angles of attack.
(6) The model was directionally stable up to 21 0 or 230 -angle of
attack, but became highly unstable at higher angles.
(7) Up to a Mach number of 0.85, the aileron effectiveness was
almost constant up to 200 or 220 angle of attack, but above this Mach
number some reduction in effectiveness was evident above about 12 0 or 140
angle of attack.
(8)The rudder effectiveness was almost constant throughout the Mach
number and angle-of-attack range investigated.
Approved:
Thomas A. Harris
Chief of Stability Research Division
r^
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TABLE I.- INDEX OF FIGURES PRESENTING DATA
be 7 deg
Figure Configuration Sr, deg Data presented
Right Left
BC 0 0 --
BCWFl 0 0 --
BCWV 0 0 0
BCWFIV 0 0 0
BCWF2V 0 0 0
7 BCWF V3 0 0 0 Drag at
	 a = 0 
0
BCWF2+3V 0 0 0
BCWFl+RPV 0 0 0
BCWFIV 0 0 0
BCWFIV -5 -5 0
BCWFIV -10 -10 0
BCWV 0 0 0
8 BCWF1 V 0 0 0 Basic longitudinal
BCWF1V 0 0 0
9 BCWFIV -5 -5 0 Basic longitudinal
BCWFIV -10 -10 0
BCWF V1 0 0 010 Basic longitudinal
BCWFIV -20 -20 0
11 BCWF V2 0 0 0
Basic longitudinal
BCWV 0 0 012 BCWF V3 0 0 0
Basic longitudinal
BCWV 0 0 0
13 BCWF2
+3V 0 0 0 Basic longitudinal
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TABLE I. - INDEX OF FIGURES PRESENTING DATA - CONCLUDED
Figure Configuration
se, deg
8r, deg Data presented
Right Left
14
BCWV
BCWFI+RPV
0
0
0
0
0
0 Basic longitudinal
15 BCWFIV 0 -10 0 Basic longitudinal
16 BCWFIV 0 0 10 Basic longitudinal
17 BCWV 0 0 0 Basic lateral
18 BCWFIV 0 0 0 Basic lateral
19 BCWFIV 0 0 0 Lateral stability
20 BCWFI+RPV 0 0 0 Basic lateral
21 BCWF1 0 0 -- Basic lateral
22
BCWFIV
BCWF V
I
0
0
-10
0
0
0 Basic lateral
^3
BCWFIV
BCWF1 V
0
0
0
0
10
0 Basic lateral
24 BCWFIV 0 0 0 Elevator effectiveness.
25
BCWV
BCWFIV
0
0
0
0
0
0 L/D	 F
26
BCWV
BCWFIV
0
0
0
0
0
0 Summary
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TABLE II
DUCT EXIT SURVEY STATIONS AND VELOCITY RATIOS
(Configuration BCWFIV; be = Oo, Sr = 00)
Tube number
0 50 310 -508 Mee o. 668
-70
85
774 -396 -488	 ---0
^5
01
972 -349 .436 .524
092 990
-348 .436	 -501 -528
^Vj, 1002
-339	 ^ ^	 -494 .5^2
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Figure l.- System of axes used. Positive direction of forces, moments,
and angles is indicated by arrows.
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Physical Characteristics
wing
Sweep, d,. deg 60'
Area sq ft 142
Aspect ratio 218
Span,ft 176
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft 1.069
Incidence, deg 0
Dihedral, deg 1.5
Airfoil section parallel to free stream
Root NACA 65 - 0033
Tip NA CA 65 - 004
Vertical fail
Sweep, deg, d
	
56
Area sgft	 .200
Aspect ratio
	
10
C)
tzi
H
tl
r
N
^
0
Figure 2.- General arrangement of test model ® All dimensions are in inches.
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I -	 19.268
.494
i	 .0/GapR5.496
^• ------7.086-
F, located 0.632 b/2
^4R	 494
0500 .7086
F located 0.632 b/
iR	 3.750
0.500 0.250
c=12.577
F located 0.354/2	
Fuselage contour
0.60 A
	 /04
Section8-S
	 contour	 contour Section A-A
Rocket package
Figure 3,- Details of various fence configurations and rocket package.
All dimensions are in inches®
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M
O .50
28
.90
.92
.94
.88
.70
.85
80
-4	 O 4	 8 12 16 20 24
Angle of attack, a, deg
Figure 5.- Variation of base pressure drag coefficient with angle of attack
and test Mach number.
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Figure 6.- Variation of test Reynolds number with Mach number based on
wing mean aerodynamic chord.
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Mach number, M
Figure 7, Drag at zero angle of attack for 10 configurations investigated.
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M
-4 O 4 8 12 16 20 24 28
Angle of attack oc, &bg
(a) CL
 against a.
Figure 8.- Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWV,
be = 0°, 8r = Oo, with and without fence 1.
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Fence
0 off® on
m
	
0	 .94
/.0
	
80	 .92
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24
Angle of ottock I ,deg
(a) Concluded.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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Fence
0 off
0 on
40
.36
.32
28
	 M
vo 24 O
w
•^ 20
160
o,
./2O
.080
85
.80
70
.04
O
-4 O 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
50
Angle of ®Mack, cc, deg
(b) CD against a.
Figure 8, Continued®
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Fence
® Off
® On
36
.32
28	 M
vo 24 0
.v
.20
o .160v
a
./2
.080
.94
.92
.90
.04
0	 88
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24
A ngle of attack, cc, c q
(b) Concluded.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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Fence
o off
0 on
.40
.36
.32
	
.28
	 M
vQ*24 0	 .85
.20
.v
	
v .160	 .80
0
./2
O
	.080
	
70
.04
0
	
^ .50
-.2 	 0 .2	 4	 .6	 .8
	
/.0
Lift coefficient, CL
(C) CD against CL -
Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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(d) Cm against a.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Continued,
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Lift coefficient, CL
(e) Cm against CL.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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(a) CL against m,
Figure q.- Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWF lV.P
br = 00-
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 94- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure g.- Concluded.
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Figure 10.- Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWFIV,
Sr = Oo, at a Mach number of 0.50.
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Figure 11.- Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWV,
be = Oo, Sr = Oo , with and without fence 2.
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Figure 12.- Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWV,
b e = 00  8r = Oo, with and without fence 3.
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Figure 13, Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWV,
be = Oo, 8r = Oo, with and without fences 2 plus 3.
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Figure 13, Concluded.
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Figure 14, Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWV,
be = Oo, 8r = Oo, with and without fence 1 plus rocket package.
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Figure 14.- Concluded.
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Figure 15.- Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWFIV,
be = 00 right and -100 left, 8r = 00.
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Figure 15.- Concluded.
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Figure 16.- Basic longitudinal characteristics for configuration BCWF1V,
sr = 100, be = 00•
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Figure 16.- Concluded.
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Figure 17.- Variation of lateral coefficients with angle of sideslip for
configuration BCWV, be = Oo, Sr = 00a
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Figure 17.- Concluded.
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Figure 18.- Variation of lateral coefficients with angle of sideslip for
configuration BCWFIV, Se = Oo, Sr = Oo.
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Figure 18, Concluded.
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Figure 19.- Variation of lateral-stability parameters with angle of attack
for configuration BCWFIV, 8e = 00, 8r = 0'. (Lateral-stability param-
eters evaluatea from angle-of-attack tests at 0 = t40.)
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Figure 20.- Variation of lateral coefficients with angle of sideslip for
configuration BCWF1+RpV, be = 0°, 8r = 0°. a = 12
0
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Figure 20.- Concluded.
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Figure 21.- Variation of lateral coefficients with angle 
configuration BCWF~, 6e = 0'. 
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Figure 22d- Aerodynamic characteristics in pitch to determine lateral
control effectiveness for configuration BCWF IV9 8r = Ooa
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Fig-are 23.- Aerodynamic characteristics in pitch to determine directional
control effectiveness for configuration BCWF1V, be = Oo.
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Figure 24.-- Elevator effectiveness of configuration BCWF
1 
V, 8r = Oo,
center of gravity at 0.303.
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Figure 25.- Lift-drag ratios of configuration BCWV with and without
fence 1 and in trim with fence 1, br = O o, center of gravity at
0.303.
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Figure 26.- Summary of aerodynamic characteristics in pitch of configu-
ration BCWV with and without fence 1 and in trim with fence 1, 8r = 00 
center of gravity at 0.303. (Slopes are averaged over lift-coefficient
range of 0 to 0.4 . )
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